Oneida County Scouting Report
September 1, 2017
Weather: For the week ending on August 27th
Running total of GDD,s base 50 starting May 14th as of August 20th for corn = 1799. Cooling trend started last week and is supposed to continue for the next 2 weeks (100Gdds/wk).

Cropping activities: Growers harvested hay and are preparing fields for winter grain planting.
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It is very difficult to pick a tassel date this year because of the long period of corn planting and subsequent long period of tassel
initiation. A number of fields that were planted in early May tasseled around the 27th of July. My best approximation is that the
majority of our corn stands tasseled around the 8th of August. I will be tracking GDD accumulation from that date. Bill Cox, Cornell has research based estimates of corn requiring 600-800 GDDs after tassel to attain harvest moisture for silage.
GDD accumulation from tassel 2017
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Shorter season hybrids that
tasseled on this date (7-8-17)
may be at harvest moisture
on September 14th.
Longer season hybrids with
this tassel date may be at
harvest moisture on September 28th.
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Dry Down Day– September 15th
At Richardson Farm 5959 Skinner Rd. Vernon Center, NY
11-2pm
Collect a minimum of 10 representative whole corn plants harvested at chopper height per field,
label with your name, cell number, hybrid and date of planting.
Drop off at the farm and we will call you with the percent moisture of your corn.

You can see from the comparison chart on the previous page that we have been averaging close to 6” of rain each month since April
coming out of a winter with some significant snowfall.
What you cant see in the chart is the distribution of rain: it rained on 13 days in April, 18 days in May, 16 days in June and 12 days
in July.

Oneida county Growing degree days (86/50) comparison 1994-2017
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We didn't even start tracking GDDs for corn producers until May 15th because there was a great delay in planting corn this season.
We had many growers still planting corn fields after May15 through June and they will have to subtract the GDDs accumulated
before they planted their corn.
The thick red line is 2017 growing season accumulation of GDDS through mid August. You will note that it is one of the lowest
GDD accumulations since we started tracking this locally in 1994.
Growers should mark their calendar when fields are in full tassel and circle the date 6 weeks later to indicate a time to start checking
whole plant moisture levels for silage harvest and /or 8 weeks later to check for black layer development of their corn kernels.

Corn
This is a good time to walk some corn fields to look for diseases that may be present. I have not seen any intense infections in any
of the fields I have scouted. The benefit of recording diseases that you see in your fields is being able to add that into the conversation with your seed dealer.
Below are some pictures from local fields.

Anthracnose leaf blight Common disease that can impact
susceptible hybrids. Symptoms start with oval shaped water
soaked lesions that are tan and have reddish-brown border. This
is the disease that I am seeing most often in local fields, usually
only the lower leaves.
The disease is in crop residue and can be transported by raindrop
splash and wind. Control by crop rotation and selecting resistant hybrids.
This disease can also infect stalks through wounds left by hail or
insects causing stalk rots.

Eyespot is another disease that may be pr esent in cr op r esidue and impact susceptible hybrids. The foliar symptoms start as small, circular, yellow spots that then
develop a brown spot in the center. Develops under cool moist conditions. Only saw
these symptoms on a few leaves in one field I scouted this week.
Foliar diseases have to be on the majority of the upper canopy from silk through grain
fill to have a significant impact on yield.

Northern corn leaf blight r eally haven't seen much in fields this season but
it is one of the common diseases and you should be selecting hybrids with resistance or high resistance to this disease.

Some early planted corn fields (1st week in May) are tasseling (7-27-2017).
Most fields are starting to tassel now (8-8-17). When you see full tassel in your
corn fields mark your calendar. Corn takes approximately 45 days from that
date to be at a stage and moisture content for silage harvest (600-800 GDDs
after tassel). Most hybrids are physiologically mature (black layer) 60 days after
tassel.
The picture to the left shows an ear in an early planted field that is beginning to
dent.

Weed scouting You can use gr owing degr ee days after tasseling to give you a better idea when to visit corn fields and begin
sampling and checking moisture levels.
Immediately following harvest or during harvest is the time to take
notes on what weeds you note in your corn field: include the name
and intensity of the weeds.
In a well managed corn field I found only two weeds– horsenettle
which was set back by the herbicide program but never killed and
chickweed which is a winter annual that started to develop a few
weeks ago.

Cover crops
Benefits:
 Soil loss prevention– by far the most impor tant aspect of cover cr ops. They pr event the loss of the most biologically active and fertile layer of soil (topsoil)
 Weed suppression– competes with weeds for nutr ients etc– reduces their population
 Uptake of left over nutrients—providing to succeeding crop
 Some cover crops are soil modifiers and can help relieve compaction
 Some cover crop exude phyto chemicals that can reduce some disease organisms
 Living plant in the field for the majority of the season– this is the par t wher e science has to catch up. living plants exude
a number of compounds from their roots that are needed by soil microbes which are the base of the food chain much as plankton
are the base of the food chain in the seas. Build and maintain the biology in the soil and it supports the rest of the system.
Choosing a cover crop: if you are harvesting corn for silage in mid September you can plant bin run oats.
If you are harvesting silage late in September or corn grain or soybeans in October you can plant wheat
If you are done harvesting even later into October or early November your only choice is winter rye.
Rates of seed/ac are higher as you plant later, rate of seed /ac is higher for broadcasting then drilling.
Oats: 80-110 lb/ac, broadcast 110-140 lb/ac.
Wheat 70 lb/ac. Triticale 80 lb/ac. For weed suppression, increase rate by 30%. If broadcasting, increase rate by 30%. If seeding
late, increase by 50 to 100%.
Rye: 9/15 drill 60 broadcast 85 lb/ac; 9/22 drill 100 broadcast 140; 10/1 drill 140 broadcast 200; 10/15
drill 180
broadcast 250

How will the variability in maturity of corn in your field impact you

Harvest timing of har vest in a field with gr eat var iability in matur ity is a compr omise, with gr ower s tr ying to time har vest
so the average moisture content is close to the moisture content that is best for their storage unit. The use of inoculants may be more
important in these situations to help maximize fermentation especially if fields have been exposed to a killing frost.

Western bean cutworm

only 2 new moths in trap in
Munnsville and 0 in trap in Marcy. The flights are over for this season
The total count in Munnsville for the season was 323 and 47 for Marcy.
We had significantly higher counts this season possibly because of more
weather systems coming up from the south depositing these pests into
our area. Still, our numbers pale in comparison with Northern NY
Northern NY has much higher counts then this (several hundred too a thousand per trap, Mike Hunter CCE in NNY warned growers that trap counts
cant be used for spraying recommendations. He has had high counts and very
limited damage and 15% loss at lower counts of 300/trap. You have to scout
and look for egg masses to make a decision to spray.
Research conducted in northern NY indicates hybrids with viptera BT event
showing resistance to this pest

Soybean

Soybean Aphid Alert

Observing soybean aphids in fields increasing now but not at threshold levels mostly at 30-50 aphids/plant (8-28-17) Economic thr eshold for soy aphids is 250 aphids per plant, with numbers rising, in soybeans that are beginning flowering to soybeans with seeds that fill the
entire pod, and with no real predator population. A number of fields are
at full bean stage now and would not be candidates for an insect spray if
over threshold.
Most fields are in full seed stage now so past the stage where insecticides would be recommended.

Japanese beetles are the
main insect pest being
found in local soybeans
causing foliar damage.
Must exceed 25% foliar
removal in vegetative
stage beans or 15% in

White mold has been found in a few local fields. Both fields wer e
near full bean stage which is at the end of bean fill and therefore would
not benefit from the fungicide treatment. Two fungicides have activity
on white mold: Endura, which has a 21 day preharvest interval (PHI)
and approach which has a 14 day PHI. If you get white mold– consider
no-till the following season– leaves the fruiting body (sclerotia) at the
surface which helps to kill it off . Rotation to non susceptible crops
for a 3 year period is highly recommended. Lowering plant populations, using wider row spacing and planting soybeans with a less
bushy plant architecture can all slow down canopy closure which may
help delay white mold development. There is a biological product
(contans) that can be applied after harvest that will also reduce the
population of sclerotia

Starting to see stink bugs occasionally in soybean fields now. Stink
bugs can cause damage to foliage and also seed. Scouting for stink
bugs should start at r2 stage. The economic threshold is 4 stink
bugs in 10 sweeps of sweep net.
Stink bugs have been a significant problem in the southern US.
Because of increasing temperatures they are starting to become a
more significant problem in northerly areas of the US.

Potato leaf hopper numbers are down 5/30swps, or less in
fields scouted 8-28-17.
This pest is probably done for the season.

Considerations for late season management of alfalfa fields
Harvest your last cut in late August or early September for the maximum protection of your alfalfa stand.
Be conservative in taking the last cutting if you have multiple stresses in your alfalfa fields like ph lower than 6.5, low fertility, aggressive cutting mgt throughout the year (every 30 days), disease or insect damage and wet conditions in your fields
Most growers fields were exposed to extreme wetness during some cycle of the growing season and also had at least one cutting was
impacted by potato leaf hopper…..
This is the year to be more conservative in your last harvest.
Fall application of Roundup— if you know you are rotating an old sod with many hard to kill perennials to a row crop next season
it is time to get the sprayer out, set it up for 10 gal/ac and apply glyphosate at 2lbs ai /ac add 1 pint of 24-D for added activity on
broad leaf weeds. Be sure to add ammonium sulfate at labelled rates. Wait for a warm day when plants are actively growing to
make your application.

